
KONA FOR KIDS 
EXPLORE OUR JUNIOR RANGE



DEVELOPED FOR THE FUTURE!
Konas junior products have been developed for juniors that wants to train and
compete in stand-up-paddling. We have transferred technology that is normally
only found in the adult performance segments and integrated this into the our
youth segment. We believe that the kids are the future, therefore we want to
provide the right tools for allowing juniors to take themselves and the sport to
new heights!

THE FAVOURITE OF CLUBS AND FEDERATIONS
The Kona Junior range is preffered by numerous clubs and federations. This is
something that we take great pride in. The quality, durability and lasting
performance makes these products suitable for organisations that wishes to grow
and develop  their operation for many years to come.
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JOY OF MOVEMENT FOR AN ACTIVE LIFE
SUP - stand up paddle, is one of the fastest growing water sports in the Nordic
countries. The sport that suits everything and everyone - children, adults and the
elderly, for play, recreation or as a form of training and competition. Many places
are ideal for SUP, every type of water from canals, lakes to archipelagos and
coastlines. Experiencing the water standing on a board is absolutely fantastic and
very different from canoeing and other watercrafts. Few experiences can
compete with gliding across glassy waters on a board at sunrise or at sunset. 

SUP WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS 
SUP is also an activity that unites the whole family. For children or adults, it is a fantastic
tool that creates joy of movement and that develops water habits and balance. To be able
to discover and experience the water together is something absolutely fantastic. On a SUP
board, the summer memories are many and long. SUP constantly offers unique nature
experiences as no cruise is the same. Here is something for both the lone paddler and for
those who prefer to paddle with family and friends. Being able to get around where no
other craft can, provides opportunities to connect with nature in a way that so many of us
strive for today.



10'6 x 24 | 12'6 x 24  

NUMINOUS JR 

INFLATABLE 
PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE FOR THE YOUNGSTERS
We believe that juniors should have access to the same performance
as adults, with this in mind we designed the Numinous JR series. The
Numinous JR range provides unprecedented quality and performance
that allows juniors to take their paddling to the next level. 
Kona Numinous JR Air is a flexible, fast, and easy-to-maneuver SUP
board for training and competition. The properties of this SUP board
are close to the properties Kona's hard competition boards possess in
order to perform to the maximum based on the requirements that
apply to large championships in SUP for juniors.

CONSTRUCTION 
Kona Numinous JR Air SUP 10.6/12.6 is made of 5” Fusion drop-stitch
material with a reinforcement PVC stringer. The SUP board has
reinforced sides with carbon fiber structure and pin line
reinforcements on the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Finbox

Weight (10'6)

Weight (12'6)

Volume (10'6)

Volume (12'6)

Training/racing

5.0'', 12,7cm

15-17 psi

25 psi

US-box

8.1kg

10.5kg

255L

269L
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EVOLVE JR 
JUNIOR CARBON PADDLE

EVOLVE JR 
Kona Evolve JR is the paddle that is specifically developed and optimized for kids and youth
where most SUP paddles are too big and awkward. The Evolve JR provides high end quality,
performance and functionality for the juniors, regardless of your ambition. Kona Evolve increases
both the speed and the experience of your SUP paddling, regardless of whether you paddle for
fun or train seriously. 

PRACTICAL PERFECTION 
Kona Evolve JR is an all carbon SUP paddle that has a slightly narrower shaft that suits you with
smaller hands. It also has an adjustable length so that you can grow with the paddle and also be
able to easily vary your paddling technique and intensity. The blade size on the Evolve JR is the
smallest possible that we have seen gives a good effect in relation to slightly smaller SUP boards
such as our inflatable junior boards.

75 sq / 26mm shaft 

DELICATE DETAILS 
The blade on the Kona Evolve JR has a rectangular shape that we have seen fit well for SUP
paddlers with relatively low weight. This means that you get an even power transmission
throughout the driving phase of the paddle stroke and thereby make your SUP board glide more
easily. The blade has a distinctive dihedral that provides a firm but soft grip in the water that
allows you to maintain a higher frequency without costing more energy. 
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SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN SINCE 2006

OUR STORY

Kona Sports products are sold all over the world. We who work in the team are proud of that.
Ever since Kona Sports was founded in 2006, we have competed with the help of Scandinavian
design and quality. Sustainable innovation guides us. We are in constant motion to provide our
customers better products that will be loved and used for a long time. Kona Sports was
founded as a windsurfing company and it is still an obvious part of our DNA. When SUP came
to the Nordic countries, we were pioneers. We had the expertise to unite several worlds -
efficient board design, smart manufacturing technology and in-depth knowledge of
biomechanics. These skills are gathered in our products for SUP racing and SUP training.

ABOUT US

Our mission goes beyond providing great products, our mission is
health! We are firm believers that stand-up-paddling has the
power to transform your life, both on a physical and psychological
level. Therefore, we work very hard on providing education to the
market. By sharing our knowledge through clinics, training camps
and through our digital platforms we hope to provide value to both
customers, distributors and to the sport as a whole. 

OUR MISSION 

The Kona team are very passionate about both our sport, products
and our clients. We believe that diversity makes us stronger. The
members of the Kona team all come from different backgrounds
but we are united by our love for stand-up-paddling and driven by
sharing that passion with others. 

OUR TEAM

Since 2006 the Kona brand has been focused on providing lasting
quality and timeless Scandinavian design that stands the test of
time. We always strive to improve and innovate with a clear focus
on sustainability, customer experience and performance 

OUR PRODUCTS 

https://kona-sports.com/en/kona-sports-team


WELCOME ON BOARD

CONTACT US

Platensgatan 12, Motala, Sweden 
+46 (0)141 21 70 70 

support@kona-sports.com
www.kona-sports.com

tel:+46141217070

